Avadis Asset Growth

Invest wisely
Avadis Asset Growth gives you flexibility and independence
at low cost. Our choice of seven investment strategies
offers you the right option for every time horizon – whether
you are considering private pensions in the long term,
or a purchase next year.

Independent
Avadis has no obligations to any banks or insurance companies, and it selects its asset managers on the basis of
their track records. Avadis’ asset managers operate within
clear parameters and their work is closely monitored.

Low cost
Avadis Asset Growth costs less than comparable products
thanks to low asset management and administration c osts
with lean administrative structures. Avadis consistently
passes these advantages on to you. Low costs have a
positive impact on results. This is another reason why a
comparison of returns shows that Avadis has been in a
leading position for years.

Forty years of success
Avadis Asset Growth began operating over 40 years ago
when the ABB industrial group set up a foundation
to promote private pension provision for its employees,
paying a company premium in addition to the returns from
the investment strategy. Nowadays various companies
make use of Avadis Asset Growth so that their employees
can benefit from additional interest (super interest) on
their investments.

Simple
Investing on global financial markets is simple with Avadis.
You can plan your strategy on the Internet or benefit from
a personal consultation to define your risk profile: do you
want to make long-term provision for your pension without
having to worry about day-to-day price fluctuations? Or do
you need the money next year and therefore wish to avoid
taking on any risks? Answers to questions like these will
produce the right investment strategy for you.
Flexible
You can start out with just 50 francs, and you can select
a standing order or payments according to your situation:
you decide how much you want to invest, and when. You
can make deposits and withdrawals as well as change your
investment strategy at month-end.
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Diversified
You are investing in about 2,000 different equities and
1500 bonds with worldwide coverage. This gives you
a good spread and adds stability to your portfolio. The
investment segments are regularly reset to t heir initial
weightings, so once a risk has been selected, it remains
constant regardless of market movements.
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